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Abstract—Regular expression (Regex) becomes the standard signature language for security and application detection. Deterministic finite automata (DFAs) are widely used to perform multiple regex matching in linear time. However, when implemented by modern memories, the matching speed turns out to be a tradeoff with the size of DFA. To improve the performance, we propose a generalized caching scheme that strike the boundaries of memory size. We define the concept of local prediction which predicts the memory accesses to the DFA and guides the cache to be replaced with proper states so that the cache hit rate is greatly raised. The idea of using predictive DFA matching specifies an entire new class of approaches. We also develop techniques to intelligently store the DFA using local prediction so that given any replacement policy, the caching scheme would produce nice performance. Evaluation shows that our storage achieves a 30% higher cache hit in comparison with the previously proposed approaches. Especially, our approach appears to be more robust when processing malicious traffic. By analyzing numeric results, the optimal configurations that achieve the ultimate performances in various traffic are provided.

Index Terms—Pattern Matching, Deep Packet Inspection

I. INTRODUCTION

Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) has recently found several critical applications dealing with intrusion detection, keyword blocking and anti-virus. By matching incoming traffic against a database of signature which are regular expressions (regexes) such as Snort [1], Bro [2] and ClAmAV [3], DPI is capable of capturing attacks or vulnerabilities. A significant challenge faced by DPI designers is the need to keep up with ever-increasing line speeds, which have led to massive research on high performance DPI.

Deterministic Finite Automata (DFAs) have become a popular matching technique because it can match multiple signatures simultaneously with a guaranteed worst-case performance of $O(1)$ time per character. However, when implemented by modern memories, the matching speed turns out to be compromised by the prohibitively large sizes of DFAs. That is, to store a single large DFA requires a large memory in size, causing an inherently low memory access frequency.

To improve the performance, the hierarchical scheme of memory is an inevitable choice as it strikes the boundaries of memory sizes by transparently storing data in small but fast memories, called caches such that future requests for that data can be served faster. The caching schemes have been proven surprisingly efficient in several areas of computer science. For instance, to execute instructions of a program, it is not needed to store all instructions in one memory; instead, one can store the instructions around the one that is currently being executed in a cache so that the future fetches and executions of instructions are accelerated. The key observation is that the instructions closed with each other are more likely to be executed together than those with large distances.

However, to directly adopt the hierarchical scheme to DFA matching improves the performance with very limit acceleration compared with the large potentials in speedup of caches. In addition, the current caching schemes for DFAs either use fixed-content caches or use dynamic caches on untreated DFAs, both of which are proven vulnerable when processing malicious traces. From our point of view, the major obstacle of adopting caches lies in the fact that it is quite difficult to draw any pattern on the memory accesses of DFAs due to the large sizes of today’s DFAs and the arbitrariness of the incoming traffic.

Generally speaking, the rationale of cache-based acceleration is the prediction on the requests to a large database in a limited period of time. In this paper, we propose the concept of local prediction which shows the potentials in predicting DFA matching. Basically, local prediction reveals the fact that at different processing moments, one transition has a distinct probability to be accessed in the near future. These messages enable us to predict the memory accesses to the DFA and to store proper states into caches so that cache hit rate is greatly raised. The idea of using predictive DFA matching specifies an entire new class of approaches. In summary, we make the following contributions:

1) We propose the concept of local prediction which enables designers to do prediction on the behavior of DFAs. Basing on the concept, we give a generalized model of caching schemes which attempts to use the local prediction to improve the performance, even in worst cases.

2) We separately study the design issues of the caching schemes from the aspects of policy and mechanism. Major considerations of caching policies are discussed on the basis of statistical results.

3) We develop pre-computing techniques to intelligently store the DFA so that given any runtime cache replacement, the caching schemes would produce nice performance.

4) The caching scheme model is studied by both theoretical analysis and simulation results. Evaluation shows that our storage achieves a 30% higher cache hit and more robust when processing malicious traffic. By analyzing numeric results, the optimal configurations that achieve the ultimate performances in various traffic are provided.

This paper is organized as follows. The related works is presented in Sec. II. Sec. III gives some background knowledge and the definition of local prediction, together with an example of using local prediction. Sec. IV generalizes the idea of the example to have a general caching scheme. Sec. V develops the techniques to intelligently store the DFA and Sec. VI gives
the numeric results of the proposed system. Finally, Sec. VII concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

In high-speed networking applications, DFA is used widely to represent regular expression. It has only one state traversal per character so the execution time is predictable, and it maintains only one active state to reduce the complexity in “per flow” network links. However, the explosion of DFA restricts DFA’s popularity for complicated rules and the combination of regex makes things worse for DFA. The explosion in memory size of DFA structure may bring out two issues: one is the line rate matching; the other is the prohibitive memory requirement.

Regular expression line rate matching has been recognized as an important issue and well be studied. A lot of FPGA based implementation [4]–[6] and general purpose processor and ASIC hardware [5], [7]–[10] have been proposed.

In [11], Tseng proposes a specialized cache automata matching circuit to accelerate networking process. His approach focuses on design and implementation circuit for multi-character matching. In [12], [13], Becchi gives an evaluation benchmark includes regular expression model and traffic generator for the evaluation of different regular expression architectures. In [14], Song mentions to use cache with DFA, and proposes a scheme named “cached deterministic finite automate (CDFA)”. But the cache in his paper is not used as a match accelerator. It helps to reducing the memory space based on the observation of a lot of transitions will point to the start state of DFA. The author eliminates these back pointing transitions through a cache doing the matching job from start state every cycle.

A substantial researches [7], [15]–[17] focus on the compression techniques, and try to deflate the DFA by the means of reducing transitions or states. D2FA [18] is one of famous method in transitions reduction, where the author proposed an algorithm to compress DFA through the introduction of default transition, which can save the memory storage at the cost of accessing the DFA multiple times per input character. For deflation of DFA’ state, the state-of-the-art work named XFA [19], [20] uses auxiliary memory to reduce the DFA state explosion and can achieve a great reduction ratio.

III. TECHNICAL OVERVIEW

A. Inherent Boundaries in Accelerating DFA Matching

Signature matching is a performance-critical operation in which attacks or vulnerability signatures are expressed as regular expressions (regexes) and matched with DFAs. For faster processing, DFAs for distinct regex signatures are combined into a single DFA that simultaneously represents all the signatures. Given a DFA corresponding to a set of signatures, and an input string representing the network traffic, the DFA decides if it accepts the input string, in the manner that the DFA consumes one input character by one query on the transition table and then shifting the current state to another state. So in theory, DFAs achieve a low constant processing time of $O(1)$ for processing one character.

However, in application, modern memories tend to have large latencies for one memory access and when DFAs produce larger transition tables and memories with larger sizes are required, it comes with even worse performances. Due to the serial nature of memory accesses, the performance of DFA matching is strictly limited by the memory frequency which is in itself a tradeoff with the memory size, i.e., the larger memory in size means a lower memory frequency, which actually causes a tradeoff between the matching speeds and the size of DFAs.

B. Caching Schemes

Traditionally, caching schemes are used to strike this inherent tradeoff by transparently storing data in small but fast memories, called caches, such that future requests for that data can be served faster. If the requested data is contained in the cache (cache hit), this request can be served by simply reading the cache, which is comparatively faster. Otherwise (cache miss), the data has to be recomputed or fetched from its original storage location, which is comparatively slower.

C. Local Prediction

We use a concept of local prediction as the basis of further analysis and design. In later discussion, we will give examples and explain the rationale of local predictions. Here is the formal definition.

**Definition 1:** Given a set of elements $A = \{a_1, \ldots, a_n\}$ and an integer $d$, the elements are requested by a sequence $s_1, s_2, \ldots$, where $s_i \in A$. The local prediction of $A$ with the predicted diameter $k$ (for simplicity $LP_d$) maps all element pairs $(a, a')$ to $[0, d]$, $a, a' \in A$, so that $LP_d(a|a') = E(# \text{ of } s_j = a|s_i = a', i < j \leq i + d)$, which is the expectation of the number of request for $a$ in the $d$ data requests after a request for $a'$. Intuitively, the larger the $LP_d(a|a')$ is, the more likely that element $a'$ will be requested within the next $d$ requests after $a$ is just requested, i.e., more cache hits by requests for $a'$ may be obtained.

D. Example of Using Local Prediction

We show a simple idea of using local predictions to accelerate DFA matching in this section. The core idea is to treat all states as elements and to store the states with high local predictions as close as possible such that they tend to be appear together in the cache, reducing the cache miss rate since a high local prediction implies a high probability for them to be accessed within a short time. We assume that the cache always replaces its content with a contiguous part of the secondary memory (main memory), because it would largely reduce the overhead for replacing the data in the cache. Notice that the cache does not necessarily update all its contents.

As an example, consider the DFA recognizing the regex $P = \ast .a.\{2\} cd$ shown in Fig. 1. Suppose we have one cache which contains at most five states, and once a request for a transition of the state $i$ causes a cache miss, the cache will replace its content with the five states around state $i$, i.e., all state $j$ such that $|j - i| \leq 2$. In Fig. 1-(c), we illustrate how different state numbering methods impact the performance of caching schemes. The states of the DFA are numbered by two methods: breadth-first manner in (a),$^2$ and based on knowledge of local predictions in (b). To see how local predictions are

$^1$We use JFlex syntax for regex in this paper, i.e., “.” and “*” means the wildcard and any number of matchings respectively. In default, we use the 8bit input character set.

$^2$In fact, the breath-first numbering of states is the direct result of using the classical subset construction method to build a DFA
considered in the state numbering of (b), we notice that each state has one or two transitions which are labeled only one character while the rest one is labeled with all other characters (e.g., in (a), state 4 has one transition of \(a\) to state 8 and another one of \(\land a\) (not \(a\)) to state 7). Such asymmetry exactly reflects the local predictions with predicted diameter 1. For example, in Fig. 1-(a), if the current state is state 4, the next state is most likely to be state 7, not state 8, since the probability of receiving an \(a\) as the next character is relatively small. And by local prediction, this simple observation is interpreted by \(L_P(7|4) \gg L_P(8|4)\), which is exactly why the state numbering in (b) gives two close numbers to state 4 and 7, i.e., the state 6 and state 5 in (b). For other state pairs, we use the similar idea to give close numbers if their local predictions are large, which on the surface means that the transition between them is labeled with a large character set (e.g., \(^[ac]\), \(^[ad]\)).

Fig. 1-(c) shows a trace of the matching the input \(I = \text{attack}\) against the DFA under the two state numberings. In our cases, the numbering of Fig. 1-(a) results in three cache misses while that of Fig. 1-(b) results in one cache miss.

IV. A GENERALIZED CACHING SCHEME WITH LOCAL PREDICTION

In this section, the example of Subsec. III-D will be generalized to get a basic model of the caching scheme. We will explain the rationale of designing caching scheme using local predictions and clarify the influence of various parameters by studying statistical evidences. Fig 2 depicts the structure of the proposed caching scheme which will intensively studied in the discussion that follows.

A. A Basic Model

Using local prediction to design caching schemes for DFA matching is a general method. Depending on the hardware platform, the storage of DFA, the replacement policy, or other parameters, one can have a wide variety of caching schemes using local prediction. We design the caching scheme using a separation of caching policy and caching mechanism. The caching policy, that gives the objective of mechanism designing, concerns what should be stored in cache so that the performance can be optimized. The caching mechanism involves the implementation of the caching policies during both runtime stage and pre-computing stage. The runtime processing decides which part of cache should be preserved and which should be replaced, in the case of cache miss. To better fit a given replacement mechanism, in pre-computing stage, the DFA are stored such that the contents to be stored in cache by runtime replacement do raise the cache hit rate.

Fig. 3 shows the generalized model of caching scheme that we use in this paper. We split the cache into two parts, local segment and global segment. For each access to transition table, the request is served by both the cache and the main memory. In case of cache miss, the contents in local segment are replaced while those in global segment are preserved.

B. Local prediction vs. global prediction

There are two cases where the gains of the caching scheme might be compromised: (i) the elements are requested in complete randomness; (ii) each datum is requested with a fixed probability which varies between different datum. The two cases essentially indicate another extreme to the local prediction. In the two cases, we see a stable probability of each element to be requested, so a fixed cache containing elements with highest probability is the best. Similar to the local prediction, we define the global prediction as the probability of each element to be requested at any time. We denote the global prediction of element \(a\) by \(GP(a)\). If all \(GP(a)\) are the same, it is the case (i); otherwise, the case (ii). Basically, global prediction specifies a class of element \(a\) of which the \(LP_d(a|a')\) is insensitive to \(a'\), since \(LP_d(a|a') = \sum_{j=1}^{d} GP(a)^j\). We call the elements that hold the above property, global elements, and otherwise, local elements.
In DFA matching, one receives a sequence of transitions. We treat them as elements and accordingly define global transitions and local transitions. By studying the statistical evidence of DFA matching in DPI, we find that the common sense is neither the local prediction nor the global prediction, but a hybrid one. After splitting the transition set into global ones and local ones, we have three observations:

1) Global transitions make up of a very small part of the whole transition set.
2) The local predictions of most local transitions differ greatly, i.e., the distribution of $LP_d(a|a')$ over all $a$’s are quite different between various $a$’s.
3) Under randomly generated traces or normal traces, the global transitions are requested with high probabilities, while in malicious traffics, such probabilities are greatly reduced.

For instance, we construct a DFA with three Snort rules, and plot in Fig. 4(a) the statistical support for Observation 1 and 3 where the upper curve shows that about 10% of states amount for more than 70% memory access under normal traces while the lower curve indicates that under malicious traces, the accesses of states become more diverse. In Fig. 4(b) which is conducted on the same DFA, we confirm the Observation 2 by using three example states. The Fig. 4(b) gives the sum of local predictions of different part of DFAs which is split into 10 parts with 200 states in each. It is shown that during the next 6 requests after each of them is requested, each part of the DFA are accessed with very different probabilities.

C. Basic Principles and Objective for Caching Policies

Observation 1 leads to a cache containing those global transitions as a part. Since signature matching for DPI is possibly facing various attacks including ones aiming to slowdown the matching throughput, we shall greatly focus on Observation 3 under malicious traffics, inferring a capability of cache to track local transitions, even when the input forces the DFA not to travel global transitions. Observation 2 shows the importance of using local segments, since it shows that it is hard to tracking local transition with fixed cache like that of global transitions.

Conclusively, given the size of the cache, caching policy for DFA matching needs to handle the following balances:

1) The balance of preserving more global transitions with high $GP(a)$ in cache on one hand and updating with more contents to track more local transitions in prevention of attacks on the other.
2) The balance of speculating for more steps (i.e., using $LP_d(a|a')$ with larger $k$) to avoid cache misses in longer period of time on one hand and speculating for less steps but with raised predictive accuracy such that cache hits in near future are increased on the other.

We also give the mathematical model for the performance of our caching scheme in [21]. One of the main results is the following theorem which gives the objective function of caching mechanism.

**Theorem 1**: Given a set of elements, let $p(a)$ be the probability of any element $a$ to be accessed. We define Predictive Function as

$$P = \sum_{a'} \sum_{a \in D(a')} p(a)LP_d(a|a')$$

where $D(a')$ is set of elements stored in cache after the replacement caused by a request for $a'$. The cache hit rate is minimized only if Predictive Function $P$ is maximized.

In the section of evaluation, we will implement a caching mechanism under different caching policies where one will clearly see the tradeoffs of different parameters. Especially, our caching scheme achieves the ultimate performances when the diameter is about 5 and the local segment account for about 30% to 50% of the cache size.

V. LOCAL PREDICTIVE DFA

Aiming to optimize the predictive function, the caching mechanism, including runtime replacement and precomputing DFA storage, are designed. The design of runtime replacement should be prior to that of DFA storage, since it is vital to the time efficiency of the caching scheme. So given a certain runtime replacement method, we focus on how the transitions of a DFA shall be stored such that local prediction can be tracked by the contents of the cache. We propose a generalized algorithm to resolve the problem using graph theory.

A. Graphic Representation

We describe the problem using the language of graph theory and then equivalently transform it into a classical graph matching problem. We first construct two graphs $G_i = (V_i, E_i), i = 1, 2$. The vertices sets $V_1, V_2$ refer to the set of the addresses and the transitions of DFA respectively, so $V_1, V_2$ have the same number of elements. $G_1$, called replacement graph, is used to express the replacement mechanism over a given addressing space, and $G_2$, called prediction graph, is a weighted graph with weight function $W$ and is used to express the local predictions.

In $G_1$, we add a directed edge from vertex $v$ to $v'$ if and only if contents in address $v'$ would be written in the cache when a request for address $v$ turns out to be a cache miss. In $G_2$, for any vertices pair $v, v'$, we add a directed edge $(v, v')$ with a weight $W(v, v') = p(v)LP_k(v'|v)$ where $p(v)$ is the prior probability of transition $v$. The DFA storage problem is now translated into the problem of finding the subgraph of $G_2$ with the largest weight that is isomorphism to $G_1$. Since $G_1$ and $G_2$ have same number of vertices, we need only to give a mapping $R$ from $E_2$ to $E_1$ such that the predictive function

$$\max P = \sum_{v, v' \in E_2} p(v)LP_k(v'|v)e(R(v), R(v'))$$

where $e(R(v), R(v')) = 1$ if $e(R(v), R(v')) \in E_2$, otherwise, $e(R(v), R(v')) = 0$. 

```latex
\begin{align*}
\text{(a) Probability of access on each state} & \quad \text{(b) The sum of local prediction in under normal and malicious traces.} \\
\text{Ratio of Traffic} & \quad \text{Normal} \\
\text{Malicious} \\
\text{Ratio of State} & \quad 0 \quad 0.1 \quad 0.2 \quad 0.3 \quad 0.4 \quad 0.5 \quad 0.6 \quad 0.7 \quad 0.8 \quad 0.9 \quad 1.0 \\
\text{Accumulation of Local Prediction} & \quad \text{State number arranges} \\
\text{LP of State 1756} & \quad 0 \quad 200 \quad 400 \quad 600 \quad 800 \quad 1000 \quad 1200 \quad 1400 \quad 1600 \quad 1800 \quad 2000 \\
\text{LP of State 900} & \quad \text{LP of State 1000} \\
\text{Accumulation of Local Prediction} & \quad \text{State number arranges} \\
\text{State number arranges} & \quad \text{LP of State 1756} \\
\text{LP of State 900} & \quad \text{LP of State 1000} \\
\end{align*}
```
For illustrating the idea, we use the example in Subsec.III-D, where in a cache miss, the caching policy allows the cache to replace all its contents with all transitions of at most 5 contiguous states around the next state and the predicted diameter is 2. We assume that the local predictions are calculated on the base where only edges with weight larger than 0.1 is presented. We separately compute the weights of induced subgraph under the two state numberings in Fig. 1-(a),(b). The predictive function of numbering by breadth-first order is about 7, while for numbering two state numberings in Fig. 1-(a),(b). The predictive function of replacement graph, and Fig. 5-(b)(c) give the prediction graphs of all character has an equal probability appear and the prior.

We assume that the local predictions are calculated on the base using prediction yields a larger predictive function value compared with breadth-first order.

### Algorithm 1: Addressing Algorithm

Mapping the vertex set of prediction graph to that of policy graph

1. **Procedure** Addressing\(\)\(G_1, G_2\)\(\)
2. **Input:** \(G_1 = (V_1, E_1)\) is the policy graph
3. **Input:** \(G_2 = (V_2, E_2)\) is the prediction graph with weight function \(W\)
4. **Output:** A one-to-one correspondence \(R\) from \(V_1\) to \(V_2\)
5. \(G_3 = (V_3, E_3) \leftarrow G_1 \triangleright G_2\) records the results of \(G_1\) after each loop
6. \(G_4 = (V_4, E_4) \leftarrow G_2 \triangleright G_4\) records the results of \(G_2\) after each loop
7. For each vertex \(v \in V_4\), we maintain a sequence \(H(v)\) of all its neighbors in \(G_4\) by the descend order of \(W(e)\) where edges \(e\) are from \(v\) to the neighbors.
8. while \(V_4\) is not empty do
9. Pick any vertex \(v' \in V_4\) that has the largest indegree \(d\)
10. Find the vertex \(v'' \in V_4\) that has the largest \(\sum_{i=1}^{d} W(v', H(v')[i])\)
11. \(H(v'[1]), \ldots, H(v'[d])\) to the \(d\) neighbors of \(v\)
12. Subtract \(v\) and all its \(d\) neighbors from \(G_3\)
13. Subtract vertices \(v', H(v'[1]), \ldots, H(v'[d])\) from \(G_4\)
14. Update the \(H(v)\) for each vertex \(v \in V_4\)
15. end while
16. **return** \(R\)

### VI. Evaluation

We display the numerical results on the performance of our approach. The cache hit rate is evaluated under various combinations of parameters, including the proportion of local segment in the cache and the predicted diameter. For showing the robustness, we will compare the cache hit rate of our approach with the results of using cache on untreated DFAs.

The storage of DFA is based on a transition-block scheme where all transitions of one state are stored in one contiguous block of memory called transition block (TB). Accordingly, the cache store and replace the contents by using TB as the unit. Basing on this caching policy, we number the states of DFA by Algorithm 1 proposed in Sec. V. In our experiments, the cache always replace the local segment with TBs belonging to contiguous addresses.

### A. Experiment Setup

We perform experiments on our prototype system under common NIDS data-base. The rulesets are extracted from Snort [1] HTTP ruleset(Snort ruleset from V2.8.4: 17 June 2009). The DFA comes from the combination of 30 regex patterns(randomly selected from the ruleset) and contains 60644 states with 3517352 transitions. We use the real trace captured at the gateway of the graduate student dormitory buildings of
Tsinghua University in China with the size of 596MB. We also simulate the environment of malicious traffic by generated traces where more than 20% sessions match some signatures in the aforementioned rulesets. The caching schemes are implemented by software and we use a cache with 10% size of the whole DFA in all experiments.

B. Cache Hit Rate

The cache hit rate is investigated under various configurations of predicted diameters and proportions of local segments. Fig. 6 shows the different trends of cache hit rate with the increasing proportion of local segments, when predicted diameter varies from 1 to 9. For each curve, when the proportion of local segments becomes close to 0, it turns out to be a fixed content cache, and when the ratio increase to 1, the cache decides its contents by completely using local predictions. The plots clearly curve the downturns near the two extremes and we observe that the optimal proportion of local segment is around 30% ∼ 50%.

For the curves of different predicted diameters, the cases become more complicated. First of all, we observe that the optimal results come from the curve of predicted diameter 5, whose ultimate hit rates are improved about 10% compared with that of traditional fixed contents caches. For diameters less than 5, they result in sharp decreases when more cache space is local segments. A possible explanation is that with low predicted diameters, the cache always replaces its local segment with shortsighted predictions, which may lead to more cache misses in large time scale. For diameters larger than 5, we observe that the gains of local prediction are weaken; for example, the curve of \( d = 9 \) makes little improvement to the fixed cache scheme, because the local prediction will certainly prefer global transitions which are already stored in cache. Finally, we use \( d = 0 \) to show the naive solution of breadth-first numbering with no prediction. Evidently, its performance is at most the same good as that of fixed cache scheme.

C. Robustness

In essence, the local segments of caches endow the fast but small memories with the flexibility of dynamically tracking and serving the part of transitions that are most likely to be requested. We test the robustness of our scheme under simulated malicious traces by replaying all the test configuration in Fig 7. It is clearly shown that our approaches have more enhanced robustness since the optimal performance of our scheme decreases very little in comparison with the sharp reductions of fixed cache schemes and non-predictive numbering.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose the concept of local prediction which enables us to do prediction on the behavior of DFAs. Basing on this, we give a generalized model of caching schemes which attempts to use the local prediction to yield the high performance. We develop techniques to intelligently store the DFA using local prediction so that given any replacement policy, the caching scheme would produce nice performance.
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